
Excerpts from Willa Cather’s “The Novel Démeublé” 

The novel, for a long while, has been over-furnished. The property-man has been so busy on its pages, 
the importance of material objects and their vivid presentation have been so stressed, that we take it 
for granted whoever can observe, and can write the English language, can write a novel. . . . 

Every writer who is an artist knows that his “power of observation,” and his “power of description,” 
form but a low part of his equipment. He must have both, to be sure; but he knows that the most 
trivial of writers often have a very good observation. Mérimée said in his remarkable essay on Gogol: 
“L’art de choisir parmi les innombrable traits que nous offre la nature est, après tout, bien plus 
difficile que celui de les observer avec attention et de les rendre avec exactitude.”1 

There is a popular superstition that “realism” asserts itself in the cataloguing of a great number of 
material objects, in explaining mechanical processes, the methods of operating manufactories and 
trades, and in minutely and unsparingly describing physical sensations. But is not realism, more than 
it is anything else, an attitude of mind on the part of the writer toward his material, a vague indication 
of the sympathy and candour with which he accepts, rather than chooses, his theme? . . . 

If the novel is a form of imaginative art, it cannot be at the same time a vivid and brilliant form of 
journalism. . . . There are hopeful signs that some of the younger writers are trying to break away from 
mere verisimilitude, and, following the development of modern painting, to interpret imaginatively 
the material and social investiture of their characters; to present their scene by suggestion rather than 
by enumeration. The higher processes of art are all processes of simplification. The novelist must learn 
to write, and then he must unlearn it; just as the modern painter learns to draw, and then learns when 
utterly to disregard his accomplishment, when to subordinate it to a higher and truer effect. In this 
direction only, it seems to me, can the novel develop into anything more varied and perfect than all the 
many novels that have gone before. 

One of the very earliest American romances might well serve as a suggestion to later writers. In The 
Scarlet Letter how truly in the spirit of art is the mise-en-scène presented. . . .The material investiture 
of the story is presented as if unconsciously; by the reserved, fastidious hand of an artist, not by the 
gaudy fingers of a showman or the mechanical industry of a department-store window-dresser. As I 
remember it, in the twilight melancholy of that book, in its consistent mood, one can scarcely ever see 
the actual surroundings of the people; one feels them, rather, in the dusk. 

Whatever is felt upon the page without being specifically named there — that, one might say, is 
created. It is the inexplicable presence of the thing not named, of the overtone divined by the ear but 
not heard by it, the verbal mood, the emotional aura of the fact or the thing or the deed, that gives high 
quality to the novel or the drama, as well as to poetry itself. 

Literalness, when applied to the presenting of mental reactions and of physical sensations, seems to be 
no more effective than when it is applied to material things. A novel crowded with physical sensations 
is no less a catalogue than one crowded with furniture. A book like The Rainbow by D. H. Lawrence 
sharply reminds one how vast a distance lies between emotion and mere sensory reactions. Characters 
can be almost dehumanized by a laboratory study of the behaviour of their bodily organs under 
sensory stimuli — can be reduced, indeed, to mere animal pulp. Can one imagine anything more 
terrible than the story of Romeo and Juliet rewritten in prose by D. H. Lawrence? 

How wonderful it would be if we could throw all the furniture out of the window; and along with it, all 
the meaningless reiterations concerning physical sensations, all the tiresome old patterns, and leave 
the room as bare as the stage of a Greek theatre, or as that house into which the glory of Pentecost 
descended; leave the scene bare for the play of emotions, great and little — for the nursery tale, no less 
than the tragedy, is killed by tasteless amplitude. The elder Dumas enunciated a great principle when 
he said that to make a drama, a man needed one passion, and four walls. 

                                                   
1   “The art of choosing among the countless features that nature offers us is much more difficult, after all, 

than that of observing them attentively and recreating [or “presenting”] them accurately.” [EW & TL] 


